
 
7.1.4 Measures taken to create Inclusive Environment 

 
The institution is highly committed to promote a cultural harmony in the students, 

faculty, and staff.  
 
Demonstrating unwavering commitment, the institution prioritizes the promotion of 

cultural harmony among students, faculty, and staff. Engaging in a range of initiatives and 
activities, the institute consistently works towards fostering an inclusive environment for 
cultural events, irrespective of diversity and beliefs. 

 
The academic year at our institution commences with orientation sessions designed 

to acquaint all students and faculty members with the diverse cultural backgrounds they 
represent.  

 
The institute proudly embraces diversity, exemplified by the festive celebration of 

Bathukamma, the state festival of Telangana. The campus takes on a vibrant atmosphere 
during events such as the 'Bathukamma' and 'Rangoli' competitions, showcasing the 
enthusiasm and teamwork of our faculty members.  

 
Throughout the academic year, various events like Annual Day, Traditional Day, 

Sports Week, Fresher’s Day, and Farewell Day are organized, with distinguished academic 
experts invited to address students, inspiring them to appreciate the significance of culture, 
human values, and ethics. 

 
Elegance and inclusivity characterize these events, where students from different 

communities, religions, cultures, regions, and languages actively participate, fostering a 
familial atmosphere within the pharmacy campus. 

 
The National Pharmacy Week is a highlight, marked by activities such as Essay 

Writing, Elocution, Debate competitions, 2k run rally, and blood donation camps. Our 
commitment to inclusivity extends to creating a healthy and eco-friendly environment, 
emphasizing communal and socio-economic responsibility. 

 
Tolerance and harmony are actively promoted through major events like Dussehra, 

Lakshmi pooja on Diwali, Sankranthi, Bathukamma Festival, Dandiya Festival, Scientific Fest, 
and Cultural Fest at the institute level.  
Additionally, celebrations for Christmas and New Year bring joy and togetherness, featuring 
fun-filled games and special foods.  

 
The institution commemorates various National/International Days, Health Care 

Events, and Festivals, including International Yoga Day, World Pharmacist Day, and 
International Women's Day.  
 

This comprehensive approach contributes to a rich and diverse cultural tapestry 
within the campus, fostering understanding and appreciation among students and faculty 
alike.     



 
Free Health Awareness Camp by Call Health and NSS Unit, SNVPMV  

         

Haritha Haram Organized by NSS Unit at SNVPMV 

 

Blood donation camp in association with Indian Red Cross Society 

    

 

 

 



 
Awareness Programme on Eye 

 

Free Dental Check up 

 

Health camp at Village 

 

 

 

 



 
Health Awareness Programme at Govt School of Lalapet 

 

Pharmacy Oath during Graduation Day 

       

 

 



 
International Women’s Day   

 

Awareness Programme on Cancer 

 

Awareness Programme on Chronic Kidney Disease 

 



 
KIMS Hospital Visit 

      

Insights in Clinical Pharmacology 

 

Think Treat migraine 

 



 
IPC Nagpur 

 

Traditional Day 

        


